appears as a move by (I). Otherwise, let p(t) be the value when u is applied to the Li-least chain (to,. . ., t) in C such that the chain is a legal initial play according to a. Note that p(t) is always in R11(t).
Let to < (p(to) < t1 < . be a legal play according to the forgetful strategy (o, and let b = lim-co tn. To see that b E X, we construct a legal play according to u with b also as its limit. Each tn has an associated legal initial play = (un,0, un,0, un,1, u',,. . .U, u(n)) in tn which is played according to a. Pick the CI-least one. We now show that for each i < co there is an N < co such that for all n 2 N we have l(n) 2 i andUn, = UNJ, i < i (SO limn, 1(n) = oo and the sequences Uli, u2,i,... eventually "settle down"). The proof is by induction on i < wt. We have l(n) ? 0. Since Vn * (p(tn), tn+ +1) is a legal initial play according to a, we know it s-dominates vn +1. Thus un+1, 0 < un, 0 for all n; hence for n beyond some N. (ii) Assume (I) has a winning strategy for G(T, X, RI, RII), RI, is monotone, and R,1(t) is cofinal in [t, co) for all t. Then T.\X is somewhere residual in T.. PROOF. We only prove (i); (ii) follows using "restriction," as in the proof of Proposition 1.2(ii). By Theorem 1.5 we can assume (II) has a forgetful winning strategy p. For n < w, define Un = {b e T,: there is a legal initial play to < p(to) < ...
< tn < p(tn) < b}. Let b E Un. Then there is a legal initial play ending in some (p(tn) witnessing this. Thus b e (p(tn))#
C Un_ so Un is open. Un is dense; for let t E T and let to E RI(0) dominate t. We can then construct a legal initial play beginning with to; hence t extends to some member of Un. We now claim X -nn<f' un, Suppose b E nn<w Un; we construct a legal play to < p(to) < t1 <... with b as limit, by induction on n. Since b E U0, we can get to < p(to). Suppose we have built up to < p(to) < < tn < t p(tn) < b. Given m < co, let so < p(s0) < ...< Sm < (p(sm) < b witness that b E Um. We can pick m so large that 9p(tn) < (P(Sm-). [18] . Our small improvement uses forgetful winning strategies in, we believe, an essential way, and seems new (see [12] and [22] for more historical details). One corollary of Oxtoby's purely topological characterization of "winnable" sets for the game G(T, X) is Borel determinacy. More generally, if X c T_ has the Baire property (i.e. is in the r-algebra generated by ? together with the residual sets) then X is determined for G(T, X), since X is residual or T.\X is somewhere residual. Borel determinacy for other games G(T, X, RI, RI,) follows from the deeper analysis of D. Martin [14] .
Then sm e RI((P(sm-1)) C RI (p(tn)
(ii) The following example of a nondetermined game G(T, X) is basically folklore, but we have not encountered it in print. Let T be the full binary tree of finite sequences of zeros and ones, as in Lemma 1.3 and Example 1.4, and let X be a free ultrafilter of subsets of w), viewed as a set of branches of T by identifying subsets of w) with their characteristic functions: For S c (), Xs(n) = 1 if and only if n E S. We claim G(T, X) is undetermined. For assume that (II) has a winning strategy. By Theorem 1.5 we may assume this to be a forgetful strategy (p. Define a: w -o w by (n) = max{rk(p (t)): t E T,}, and let qie, i = 0, 1, be the forgetful strategy which takes the finite sequence t E T and appends q(rk(t)) i's. It is not hard to show, since X is a filter, that qi is a forgetful winning strategy for (II). However, if (I) plays according to qv0, then, again using that X is a filter, we obtain an infinite string whose complement is also in X. This cannot happen, since X is a proper filter. So (II) has no winning strategy. Similarly we can show that (I) has no winning strategy, since TL,,\X is isomorphic to the same ultrafilter.
(iii) The characterization in Lemma 1.3, although expressed in topological language, depends upon the structure of the binary tree. Let T be the evolution tree for linear orderings on the ordinals n = {m: m < n}, and let s < t mean that s is a subordering of t. Let X be the set of all linear orderings on w) which are isomorphic to the rational order type. Then one easily shows that (II) can win G1(T, X) (this will be an easy consequence of some general results presented later on). However, T?,,\X has cardinality continuum.
(iv) Independently, in a recent paper [25] , F. Galvin and R. Telga'rsky prove a general result implying our Theorem 1.5.
Given T, R,, and RI,, let W be the set {X c T.: (II) has a winning strategy for G(T, X, RI, R,1)}. The following application of Theorem 1.5 will be used in ?6.
1.8. THEOREM. Assume R, is unrestrictive. Then W is a countably complete filter of subsets of T,,.
PROOF. Clearly 0 ? W, T7, E W, and W is closed under superset. Assume X,, E W, n < w), and let X =n << X,. For each n < w), let (on be a forgetful winning strategy
for (II) in the game G(T, X,, RI, R,,). We show how (II) can win G(T, X, RI, RI,) as follows. Let a: o -+ o be a surjection such that the preimage of each i < W is infinite. In response to (I)'s move t, (II) plays t' = Fp(n)(tn)
. Eor each i < co, choose no < n1 <... such that, for all k < co, q(nk) = i and pi(tnk) < tn,+. Then each play tno < (pi(tno) < tni < (Pi(tn) < ... is a legal play with outcome in Xi. But all of these plays are chains which are cofinal in to < t'0 < t1 < t'1 < ...; hence, limn -o tn E X. FWe now consider the probabilistic notions of large. To do this, we construct natural probability measures on the Borel sets of T..
For each t E T, the (unbiased) branching weight Wb(t) is defined to be 1 if t E To,
and to be the product (H{Isc(t')I: t' < t})-1 otherwise. If F c T is any finite (order) independent set then define Wb(F) = ZteF Wb(t). In order to get a probability measure on To,, we use the following well-definedness condition.
1.9. LEMMA. Suppose F and G are finite independent subsets of T, with F# c G#. Then Wb(F) < Wb(G).
PROOF. Pick n so that F u G c T [(n + 1), and let F, ={t' E Tn: t < t' for some t E F}. Likewise define G,. Then it is clear that F# = F*', G# =G* and Thus Pb(U) ? Wb(t) > 0. If a is an isolated point of T.,, then Pb({a}) = Wb(t) > 0 for some t < a. Otherwise, Pb({a}) < 1/2n for every n < co. D This brings us to a new notion of large. Define S c T_ to be of branching measure one if Pb(S) = 1 (where Pb is extended in such a way that any subset of measure zero also has measure zero).
We define now a second probability measure on T.. Its definition proceeds much the same as that above, though a bit more problematically. It basically coincides with the probability measure Cameron used in [4] . Given t E T and n < co, define Fn(t) = I{t' e Tn: t < t'}I/ITn , the relative frequency of extensions of t at level n. The frequency weight Wf(t) is then limnO+ Fn(t), if it exists. We treat equality as a logical predicate in the various languages associated with L, and define functions (including constants) via axioms in the first order language L The evolution tree associated with L will be denoted T: Tn is the set of all L-structures with universe n = {m: m < n}; A E To is the empty structure; s < t means that s is a proper substructure of t; and To,, is identified with the set of L-structures with universe co, the canonical L-structures.
T is clearly a balanced tree: Given L = .R., ... , Rk}, where each Ri is ni-ary, we may compute Isc(t)I, where t e T., as
Thus, by Proposition 1.13, branching probability and frequency probability agree on To.. For X c T.,, we define X to be the closure of X in the canonical tree topology on T.. A new ingredient here is the idea of isomorphism of structures, denoted a b.
We define X+ to be {a E T_: a -b for some b E X}, and say that K c T., is invariant if K = K+.
2.1. REMARK. The terminology "invariant set" follows R. Vaught [23] . X+ is referred to there as the "outer invariantization" or "saturation" of X. Vaught considers a topology on T,,, by taking a countable Tichonov power of the two-point discrete space 2 (e.g. if L = {R}, R binary, then each canonical L-structure can be identified with a subset of co x c); hence the space of canonical L-structures is 2'X 0). Vaught's topology and-the tree topology are identical because L is finite.
Let X c T,. For each n < co, define Tf(X) to be {t E T,: t extends to a member of X}. If X is invariant, t extends to a member of X if and only if t embeds in a member of X. The evolution tree associated with X is defined to be T(X) = Un<, T7,(X), a (usually unbalanced) subtree of T. T,,(X) is the set of branches of T(X). Clearly, an L-structure A, on any countable set, is isomorphic to some member of T(K) u T,(K), K invariant, if and only if every finite substructure of A embeds in a member of K.
A class of L-structures has the joint embedding property (JEP) if any two members of the class embed in a third. The following proposition lists some elementary facts about the trees T(K). 
PROPOSITION. (i) If

PROOF. (i) Clearly the metric on TL,,(X1) is inherited from the metric on TL(X2). T,(X1) is compact, and is therefore closed in TL,,(X2).
(ii) If t E T(X), then t < a for some a E X. Hence t" r-) X : 0. This says X is dense in T,(X). By (i), we have X = TJX). 
Indeed, if T(K) has the JEP and t e T(K) then (t#)+ is dense open in TL,(K) by Proposition 2.2(vi)
. But t# is also closed; if (t#)+ were closed as well, then it would be T,,(K) itself. It is easy to find counterexamples to this: Let t e T, t # A, and L # 0.
Then (t#)+ is never T,,,.
?3. Definable subsets of T,. In ?1 we introduced the levels H' and X', a < 1, of the Borel hierarchy for T,,, with the canonical topology. In this section we explore briefly the relationship between these levels and analogous levels of definability. Let Y be any lexicon, possibly infinite. The first order language (with equality) over Y is denoted Y,. The infinitary language Y, is constructed in like manner, except that disjunctions are allowed over those countable sets of formulas in which only finitely many different free variables appear. As usual, we drop the subscripts in the case of first order languages, there being small likelihood of ambiguity.
The hierarchies of formulas of Y and , are defined analogously. We first define the finite levels H' and E? for Y inductively: H' = El = the quantifier-free formulas; for n ? 1, the Ho-formulas (resp. Lo,-formulas) are those of the form If K is an invariant set which is also a Ho-set (resp. Lo-set) in the Borel hierarchy when the product topology is used on TL,, (see Remark 2.1), then K is basically He?-definable (resp. basically cl-definable) over L. A key lemma in the proof is that the topological group co! of permutations on (0, viewed as a subspace of the product space co@, acts continuously on the space TL,,. That is, the obvious group action ow! x T-,,, TL, is continuous in both variables separately. When the canonical tree topology is put on TL,,, the same analysis works.
(iv) Although L contains no function or constant symbols, such symbols may, of course, be simulated using relation symbols. One may thus view a group as an Lstructure in which L consists of a ternary, a binary, and a unary symbol; in this view, the invariant set of canonical groups is basically II'-definable.
One consequence of the finiteness of L is that finite structures can be completely characterized in a first order manner. Given t e T'I n > 0. ?4. Absolute ubiquity. When we speak of an invariant set K as being ubiquitous in a larger invariant set M, we have in mind that K ' M ' T,(K) and K is somehow large in its closure. Thus we are, in a sense, justified in saying "almost every structure in M is a structure in K." This will be the underlying theme throughout the remainder of the paper.
We begin with a notion of ubiquity which was introduced by P. J. Cameron 
PROOF. If t E T(K), then (t#)? is open in T,(K) by Proposition 2.2(v). Suppose M c T,(K) is a somewhere residual invariant set. Then we can find u E T(K) and
open sets U,, n < w, such that each u# r' U,, is dense in u*, and u" r' (fAn <co Un) C M.
Suppose u embeds in s. Then there is t 2 u such that s _ t, each t" r-) Un is dense in t#, and t# r-) ((n< . u,) c--M. Then there is a permutation isc w c! which fixes each n ? rk(t) = rk(s) and which takes t onto s. Let 7s be the induced bijection on T,(K). 'Then 7i is a homeomorphism such that 7c(a) a for each a E T,(K). Since M is invariant we have 7r[M] = M; and the images nf[Un], n < t, witness that M is residual in s# as well as in t#. From this it is easy to see that M is residual in (u#)+. But T(K) satisfies the JEP, so, by Proposition 2.2(vi), (u#)+ is dense in T,(K). This implies that M is residual in T,(K). D1
Coupling Lemma 5.1 with Remark 1.7(i) on Borel determinacy, we immediately obtain 5.
THEOREM. Let K c T_ be an invariant set such that T(K) satisfies the JEP, and assume M c T,(K) is an invariant Borel set. Then either M is residual in T,(K) or T,(K)\M is residual in T,(K).
1 We use Theorem 5.2 in ?6 when we talk about the completeness of certain theories and game-theoretic zero-one laws. Recall that a class of structures satisfies the amalgamation property (AP) if whenever AO, A1, A2 are members of that class and qi: AO -+ Ai is an embedding for i = 1,2, then there is a fourth member A of the class and embeddings pi: Ai -+ A, i = 1, 2, such that the resulting mapping square is commutative: Iiql = 11212. Note that if we allow the empty structure in our class, then the AP implies the JEP. This will be the case when the class in question is some T(K).
From Proposition 3.1 we know that if X c T. is H'r-definable over L(w), then X is residual, and hence w)-winnable, in T,(X)
Let L be given, and let t, t' E T with rk(t) = n and t' E sc(t). We define the formula 6t t,(xO,., x,) to be the implication 
PROOF. The equivalence of (i), (ii), and (iv) was established in Remark 5.6; (iii) trivially implies (ii). We first prove that (ii) implies (iii).
Assuming ( (ii) Asserting that Hu,' is complete is a way of stating a strategic zero-one law: 
2(iv)). Let K be the invariant set of groups; then K is HI-definable and hence residual in T,(K). Clearly, T(K) satisfies the JEP; the free product of all finitely generated groups is universal for T(K). The nonexistence of MK is an immediate consequence of the following two facts, both due to A. Macintyre, and proved in [9]. Fact (1): Every existentially closed group has a finitely generated subgroup with unsolvable word problem (Corollary 3.3.8 in [9]). Fact (2): If g e K is finitely generated with unsolvable word problem, then {h e TJ(K): g fails to embed in h} is residual in TJ(K). Fact (2) actually follows from the proof of the apparently weaker Theorem 3.4.6 in [9].
(vi) Use a slight variation on Example 5.4. Let K be the closed invariant set of canonical partial injections, subject to the condition that for each odd whole number n, if there is an orbit of length n, there can be no orbit of length n + 1. and let i be VxVp, np, x). For a field, the H'r-sentence i expresses that the characteristic is prime and that the field is algebraic over its prime subfield. By Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, each finite substructure of a field of characteristic p can be embedded into the algebraic closure of-Fp, so MK = fZAC u {X}j is dense in ROACL Clearly MK is the smallest residual invariant subset of TO)(K); and "almost every partial commutative integral domain is the algebraic closure of some finite field," in the weakest strategic sense. 7.14. REMARK. A second theme of this paper, one which is related to the "almost every K is an M" theme, is that of "zero-one law." For example, given the invariant set K c T_, we define K to satisfy the c-strategic zero-one law, 1 < a < co, if, for every sentence a from L, player (II) has a winning strategy for one of the two games GJ(T(K), fTu) and GJ(T(K), Tj1 uj); equivalently, if H',` is complete. In Examples 7.1-7.4 above, the AP holds, and consequently all strategic zero-one laws hold. In the situations where the JEP fails, we have no strategic zero-one laws, because of Proposition 6.10. These include Examples 7.6 and 7.12 above. (The JEP fails for Example 7.6 only when L has at least two unary predicates.) In the case of Boolean algebras (7.8), the complete theory of atomless algebras is contained in H','; hence all strategic zero-one laws hold. In Examples 7.9-7.11, the JEP holds; so at least the wo-strategic zero-one law holds. As for the other zero-one laws, we have no idea yet. Finally, in the case of Example 7.5, the situation is simple enough so we know that only the wo-strategic zero-one law holds. To see this, we first note that the JEP is true and use Proposition 6.10. Now, for each 1 < m < co, let a be the sentence which says there is an orbit of length m + 1. Then, as we saw in Example 5.4, (II) cannot win Gm(T(K), aju). On the other hand, (I) can win Gm(T(K), Tjm ui) on the first move; consequently (II) cannot win that game either. Thus neither a nor m a is a theorem of I'm.
It is easy to see that for any a e T,(K) and t e T(K), there is a t' e T(K) such that t < t' and t' does not embed in a. Thus the JEP fails very strongly; in fact player (II) has an easy winning strategy for G(T(K), T,(K)\a+) for all a e T,(K). Thus each a+ is meager in
?8. Ubiquity and probability. We now switch from games and determinacy to probability and chance. The themes remain the same; only their interpretations differ.
Let L and K c Tok K an invariant set, be given, and let P be a Borel probability measure on TJ(K). We define H' to be {y: y is a sentence from L such that P(LIHK u {y}ji) = 1. Note that Ipj is always a Borel set, so this definition makes sense. We refer to Hp as the P-companion of IK, and we write P(Z) in lieu of P(Lfi). We would like to set down general conditions on K and P so that an analogue of Proposition 6.4 would go through. However, we do not know, except in very special cases, that dense Hg-sentences are in HP. The positivity of P is definitely necessary; Hp[ and H' can be in wild disagreement (see Example 9.4). In light of this state of affairs, the following result is rather surprising. 8.3. THEOREM. Let P be a positive probability measure on TJ(K), and assume HU is complete. Then T(K) satisfies the JEP, and, consequently, Hu is also complete. Thus the zero-one law for P implies the wo-strategic zero-one law.
PROOF. Assume H' is complete, and let a e LnK. If t e T and the tree is vertically mounted with the base at the top, then Wb(t) is the probability that, when a ball is released and channelled into the base of T, it will pass along a path of channels going through t. If the base of the tree is now at the bottom, and a released ball is channelled randomly to the topmost channels of T, it will pass along a path going through t with probability Wf(t).
For any t e T(K)
(ii) Another way to view branching probability, as well as other positive probabilities, is via an infinite game of chance: At each node t E T there is a die, unbiased in the case of Pb, whose faces are in one-to-one correspondence with the members of sc(t). How one moves up the tree is determined by a roll of the appropriate die. Define P(t#) to be the probability that, starting at the base node, we get to t by playing this game.
(iii) Frequency probability is more problematic than branching probability, in that its very existence is not assured (see Example 1.1 1). We know that balanced trees are frequency stable; but we have no other reasonable criteria for deciding when a tree is frequency stable, even when the trees are of the form T(K). It would be interesting to see whether the AP or JEP bears somehow on the issue. Now arrange for b to be the canonical model of Vx m Rx. Then 3xRx is a dense 2;-sentence whose P-probability is 2 (see also [28] ). Using a variation on the construction in Remark 8.4(iv), we obtain the following codicil to Theorem 8.3. 8.5. THEOREM. Let K ' T_ be an invariant set whose evolution tree satisfies the JEP. Then there is a positive probability measure P on TU(K) such that HU is complete. Moreover:
(i) P may be chosen so that Hp = HU
(ii) If HK u ZK is an incomplete theory, P may be chosen so that Hp and HU are incomparable.
(iii) If T(0(K) is a self-dense topological space, then we may choose P to be continuous in (i) and (ii) above.
PROOF. Assume TJ(K) is self-dense, and let b be any universal model for To(K), i.e., a member of HInK u ZKIJ. For n < w, we let tn = b [ n. We seek to construct a continuous probability measure P on TJ(K) so that P(b+) = 1; the construction has two main steps.
Step 1. We construct levels n1 < n2 < .. with sets B, c Tn 1(w)) and isomorphisms Let K c T_ be an invariant set, and let P be a Borel probability measure on Tso(K).
IVW(t') ? V W(t) (1-1/i2); and (iv) W(t') < 2 * W(t) for all t' e C.
Except for i = 1, condition (i) follows from condition (ii). Clearly there is a unique continuous probability measure P on T.(K) such that if t e Tn(K) then P(t#) = Z{W(t'): t ? t' and t' e TnJ(K)
We say that P is finitely symmetric if, whenever t1, t2 e T(K) and t1 t2, then P(t#') = P(t#). The measure Pf is always finitely symmetric, when defined, but Pb may fail in this regard; see, e.g., Example 7.4, in which T(K) is unbalanced. It is possible to show that this tree actually is frequency stable. We say that P is first order symmetric if, given any formula p(xl,...,x m) The case for a =_ 3xp(x) follows by complementation. D: The next concept we wish to discuss in preparation for a zero-one law theorem is independence. We say that P on TJ(K) is finitely independent (resp. first order independent) if whenever a and z are finite conjunctions of atomic sentences from L(co) (resp. a and T are sentences from L(w)) having no constants in common, P(a A T) = P(o) -P(T). 8.8. LEMMA. Let K c T. be an invariant set, and suppose P is a first order independent probability measure on T,,,(K). Then H' is complete.
PROOF. Let a be any L-sentence. Then P ( (i) If T(K) is strongly balanced and P is the branching probability Pb (or the frequency probability Pf, since Pb and Pf agree on TJ,(K)), then P is finitely independent (and finitely symmetric).
(ii) If P is a finitely symmetric probability measure on T,(K) which is finitely independent, then P is first order independent; hence H' is complete. A case in which no approach we have seen can be applied is Example 7.4. Symmetry and independence, two cornerstones of the approach, fail decisively here for P = Pb, and it is not even clear whether the evolution tree in this case is frequency stable. We will deal with this case, too, in the sequel. PROOF. Note at the outset that T(K) is indeed an unbalanced tree: Isc(t)l = 1 + (the number of equivalence classes of t). Thus it is not immediately clear that Pf is even well-defined on T,,J(K). Even after we have shown that it is, we know it cannot agree with Pb, because Wf(t) is an invariant of the isomorphism type of t. This is manifestly untrue for Wb(t).
To prove Pb(co) = 1, let m, n, p < o be given, and define UP, = {b E TU,(K The coefficient of e is essentially a geometric series, and is therefore bounded above by some N (depending only on n). PROOF OF THE LEMMA. We first show that if n2 + n < k, then Sk < Sk+'. To see this, let Eo = En, k and let E1 consist of those t e En + 1,k such that at least one equivalence class is a singleton. Let G be the graph whose vertices are elements of Eo u E1 and whose edges join to and t1 just in case to e Eo, t1 e E1, and to can be obtained from t1 by taking an element in an equivalence class that is a singleton, and making it equivalent to some other element. Let e be the number of edges of G. We can get lower and upper estimates on e as follows. On the one hand, if to e Eo then the number of edges incident to to is at least k -n. (These are "extra" elements and can be used in the making of new singleton equivalence classes.) Thus This assertion easily extends to arbitrary finite L; so the measure Pf is concentrated at the totally undefined partial algebra al. 12 9.7. REMARKS. (i) The reason we conjecture that Pf({p_}) = 1 in Example 9.5 is that the analogous statement in Example 9.6 is true. The combinatorics in the latter case, however, are much more manageable.
(ii) In Example 9.6, if L contains two or more unary predicates, then T(K) fails to satisfy the JEP, whence HP is incomplete for any positive P, by Theorem 8.3. Since Hp[ is complete, the positivity assumption is essential. The only case in which we know flPb to be complete is where L consists of exactly one unary predicate (T(K) as depicted in Example 1.12).
(iii) Of course, in Example 7.13, the JEP fails; so can never be complete for P positive. 
